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(1) to shape the intellectual, crafts and technical abilities
of creatively talented human beings to equip them for
design work, particularly construction, and

(2) to perform practical experiments, notably in housing
construction and interiors, and to develop models for
industry and the manual trades

(ordinance of the Bauhaus Dessau November 1925).

The government of Anhalt (Dessau) recognises the 
Bauhaus’s new title of "Hochschule für Gestaltung" 
(institute of design). 





Façade of the workshop wing 
of the Dessau Bauhaus. 

Photograph by Lucia Moholy, 
1926





Same façade. I took the picture in October of 2011.



This famous façade has a 
clever system to open all 

the windows in one section 
of the building: pulleys, 

axles and chains







Gropius’s office. October 2011



A picture in a magazine of  Gropius’s office in 1927







seating by Marcel Breuer & ceiling lighting by Max Krajewski.





ceiling lighting by Max Krajewski



Oskar Schlemmer: 
“Triadic Ballet” costumes 

1926 
music by Paul Hindemith

It has 3 acts, 3 participants 

(2 male, 1 female), 12 dances 

and 18 costumes. 

Each act had a different color and 

mood. 

The first three scenes, against a 

lemon yellow background to 

affect a cheerful, burlesque 

mood; 

the two middle scenes, on a 

pink stage, festive and solemn 

and 

the final three scenes, on black, 

were intended to be mystical and 

fantastic.





Oskar Schlemmer
Bauhaus stairway

1932
MOMA, NY



The Teachers’ Houses



To the 
school

Moholy-Nagy/ Feninger

Muche / Schlemmer

Kandinsky / Klee

Walter Gropius



Gropius House from the southeast 1926
(until 1945) Photo: Lucia Moholy



Topping-out ceremony 15. November 1925





House Moholy-Nagy from the east 1926



Muche/Schlemmer House - 1999



Muche’s House, east side



House Muche / Schlemmer, northwest side



House Kandinsky / Klee, from the south & west 
sides



House Kandinsky / Klee, north side



House Kandinsky / Klee, north & west  sides



Kandinsky & Klee
more than 170
different color

shades.



Klee Muche



Muche



Muche



Schlemmer



House Klee, ground floor    







living room in Gropius’ house



Living room - house Moholy-Nagy 



Josef and Anni Albers living room, around 1929



Feininger House, living room





Torten Estate



Garden

































Dessau-Torten: the balcony apartments by Hannes Meyer




